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Scope of Today’s Talk

Network flows—an Introduction.

Formal definitions of some network flow problems.

Ford and Fulkerson augmenting path algorithm to compute maximum flow.

Correctness and complexity analysis of the algorithm.

Mincut-maxflow theorem—a brief proof.

Concluding remarks.
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Real oil flow problem—intricate

Where, when and how much to send? Lots of factors involved!!
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Other Notable Application

Electrical transmission network, though it seems we can transmit any amount, there is a
limit, 10MW means aroung 1K amperes (eg national power grid).

Maximizing bandwidth in a computer network with many routes (eg ARPANET).

Transporting goods to warehouses. Using transportation to full capacity saves cost (eg
Amazon Inc.).
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Classification of flow problems

Maximum flow problem which provides the largest possible total flow from a source to a
sink in a given graph. ⇐ Today’s focus!

Minimum cost flow problem, which sends a given amount of flow from a source to a sink
at the lowest possible cost.

Multi-commodity flow problem which flows multiple commodities, each with different
source and sink, using the same network (think Amazon Inc.).

Circulation problem which circulates flow with lower and upper bounds on each edges
(minimum cost and multi-commodity variants).
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Simplified oil network (a hypothetical example)
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Simplified Example—Single refinery, single depot
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Simplified oil flow maximization—Details

Single source, single sink oil flow

An oil network has oil carrying pipes joined at junctions.

Oil is pumped from a source into the network and deposited to a sink.

Pipes have oil carrying capacities and junctions cannot store oil.

We need to maximize the total amount of oil flow from the source to the sink.

Think pipes as directed edges;
pipe capacities as edge capacities; and
junctions as nodes where the edges meet.

Edges only come out of source and only go into sink.

(But junctions can route/switch oil between pipes.)(No oil flows back to source and out of sink.)
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Definition

s

u
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A flow network is a (connected) directed graph G = (V,E), |V | = n and |E| = m
(m ≥ n− 1) such that:

each edge e ∈ E has a capacity c(e), a nonnegative number;

there is a source node s ∈ V , and a different sink node t ∈ V ;

We define an s-t flow as a function f : E → R+; i.e., for each edge, the value f(e) represents
the amount of flow carried by the edge e ∈ E. A flow f(e) must satisfy the following two
constraints:
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Definition (contd.)
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(Capacity constraint:) for each e ∈ E, we have 0 ≤ f(e) ≤ c(e).

(Conservation constraint:) for each v ∈ V , other than s and t,∑
e into v

f(e) =
∑

e out of v

f(e)

where
∑

e into v f(e) sums the flow values f(e) over all edges that enter v and∑
e out of v f(e) sums the flow values f(e) over all edges leaving v.

We say that an edge e is saturated if f(e) = c(e).
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The Network flow problem

The value of a flow f , denoted as v(f), is defined to be the amount of flow generated at the
source:

v(f) =
∑

e out of s

f(e).

The maximum flow problem in Network Flows is to find a flow, v(f), of maximum possible
value given a flow network, 〈G(V,E), c, s, t〉 with the capacity and conservation constraints.
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The Network flow problem

Definition (Maximum Flow Problem)

The maximum flow problem in Network Flows is to find a flow, v(f), of maximum possible
value given a flow network, 〈G(V,E), c, s, t〉 with the capacity and conservation constraints.

Can we deal with multiple source and sinks?Multiple sources and sinks can be dealt with adding a virtual source and a virtual sink.
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Maximum flow - some upper bounds
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Multiple sources and sinks! Infinite capacity or some sufficient large value (C).
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Maximum flow - some upper bounds

Refinery Depot
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Can we have some trivial bounds? Let’s consider only the source or the sink!
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The Network flow problem

Some trivial bounds:

Trivial upper bounds on the maximum flow

v(f) ≤
∑

e out of s

c(e)

v(f) ≤
∑

e into t

c(e)

And a non-trivial bound
v(f) ≤ C

Note: In fact, forward flow of any cut is an upper bound. Hint: Maxflow-mincut-theorem. Let
the minimum cut be C.
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A Linear Program formulation for Network flow

A linear (mathematical) program is of the following framework:

Optimize (maximize / minimize) a certain (linear) function

Subject to a set of (linear) constraints

In the Network flow setting, the function to be optimized (maximized) and the set of
constraints are all linear. So, we can write Network flow as a Linear Program (LP).
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Network flow as an LP problem

Maximize
∑

e out of s

f(e)

Subject to:

(Capacity constraints:)
∀e ∈ E, 0 ≤ f(e) ≤ c(e)

.

(Conservation constraints:)

∀v ∈ V \ {s, t},
∑

e into v

f(e) =
∑

e out of v

f(e)
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A little bit of history!

Ford & Fulkerson 1956 |E| C ⇐ Today’s focus!
Edmonds & Karp 1969 O(|E|2|V |)
Dinic 1970 O(|E||V |2)
Karzanov 1973 O(|V |3)
Chwrkassky 1976 O(

√
|E||V |2)

Malhotra et al. 1978 O(|V |3)
Galil 1978 O(|E| 23 |V | 53 )
Galil & Naamad 1979 O(|E||V | log2 |V |)
Sleator T̂arjan 1980 O(|E||V | log |V |)
Goldberg & Tarjan 1985 O(|E||V | log(|V |2|E|))
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Minimum cost flow problem as LPP

Minimize
∑
e∈E

f(e) · cost(e)

Subject to:

(Capacity constraints:)
∀e ∈ E, 0 ≤ f(e) ≤ c(e)

.
(Conservation constraints:)

∀v ∈ V \ {s, t},
∑

e into v

f(e) =
∑

e out of v

f(e)

(Requirement constraint:) ∑
e out of s

f(e) = demand
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Multi-commodity flow problem as LPP

(1) Minimize cost (fixed supply) or
(2) Maximize supply

Subject to:

(Capacity constraints:)

∀e ∈ E, 0 ≤
∑
i

fi(e) ≤ c(e)

.

(Conservation constraints:)

∀i ∀v ∈ V \ {s, t},
∑

e into v

fi(e) =
∑

e out of v

fi(e)
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Circulation flow problem as LPP

(1) Minimize cost (fixed circulation),
(2) Check feasibility or
(3) Multi-commodity circulation

Subject to:

(Capacity constraints:)
∀e ∈ E, l(e) ≤ f(e) ≤ u(e)

.

(Conservation constraints:)

∀v ∈ V \ {s, t},
∑

e into v

f(e) =
∑

e out of v

fi(e)

No source or sink node.
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Assumptions

Assumption 1

We assume that all the capacities are positive integers for Fort & Fulkerson augmenting path
algorithm.

Otherwise the algorithm may or may not work, and have unknown bounds, depending on real
arithmetic.
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Pushing flows

s t

u

v
10

1020

20

30

Initial network.

Push 20 units of flow on red path.

We push 20 units of flow along the path s→ u→ v → t.

Once we do this, no more flow can be pushed. But, we see that 30 units of flow can be
pushed. So, what to do?
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The idea of residual graph

The idea is to push forward on edges with leftover capacity

and push backward on edges that are already carrying flow to divert it in a different
direction.
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The idea of residual graph

Definition (Residual Graph)

Given a flow network G, and a flow f on G, the residual graph Gf of G with respect to f is:

The vertex set of Gf is same as G;

For each edge e = (u, v) of G on which f(e) < c(e), include edge (u, v) in Gf with a
capacity of c(e)− f(e). These edges are called forward edges.

For each edge e = (u, v) on G for which f(e) > 0, include edge e′ = (v, u) in Gf with a
capacity of f(e). Note that the direction of e′ is reversed. These edges are called
backward edges.

Gf has the same number of vertices and at most twice the number of edges as G.
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Augmenting paths in a residual graph

Definition (Augmenting path)

Let P be a simple path in Gf from s to t —
we call such an s-t path to be an augmenting
path.

Definition (Bottleneck capacity)

The bottleneck capacity bottleneck(P, f) is the
minimum residual capacity of all edges on P in
Gf , with respect to the flow f .

10
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20

30

u

s

v

t

Fig.: s→ u→ v → t is an augmenting path and
the bottleneck capacity is 20.
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Fig.: s→ v → u→ t is an augmenting path and
the bottleneck capacity is 10.
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Maximum flow - Augmenting Path
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Augmenting path with bottleneck capacity 10.
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Augmenting paths, bottleneck capacity and flows

We give the steps of augmenting a path into a flow.

Augment (f, P )

Let b = bottleneck(P, f);
For each edge (u, v) ∈ P
If e = (u, v) is a forward edge

increase f(e) in G by b;
Else /*(u, v) is a backward edge, and let e = (v, u) ∗ /

decrease f(e) in G by b;
Endif

Endfor
Return f ;

Observation

The result of augment(f, P ) is a new flow f ′ in G obtained by increasing and decreasing flow
values on edges of P . f ′ is also a flow as it satisfies all constraints.
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New flow and residual graph

For a concrete example:
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Maximum flow algorithm (Ford Fulkerson Algorithm, 1956)

Now we have all the tools for maximum flow algorithm.

Max-Flow (network G and capacities on edges)

Initially f(e) = 0 for all edge e in G;
While (there is an s-t path in the residual graph Gf )

Let P be a simple s-t path in Gf ;
f ′=augment(P, f);
Update f to be f ′;
Update the residual graph Gf to be Gf ′ ;

Endwhile
Return f ;

Does the algorithm terminate in polynomial time?
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An example (contd.)
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The final residual graph
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The final flow solution and the residual graph
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Complete Execution of Algorithm
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Explanation: Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?

Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?

Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.

Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.

Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.

Compute residual network for new flow.

Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.

Do DFS for a path from source to sink.

Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.

Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.

Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Complete Execution of Algorithm
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.

Compute residual network for new flow.

Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.

Do DFS for a path from source to sink.

Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.

Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.

Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.

Compute residual network for new flow.

Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.

Do DFS for a path from source to sink.

Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.

Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.

Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.

Compute residual network for new flow.

Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.

Do DFS for a path from source to sink.

Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.

Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.

Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Complete Execution of Algorithm
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Explanation:

Initial Graph, How to compute max-flow?Initial flow is 0, compute residual flow network.Augmenting path 0-1-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-1-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-3-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Augmenting path 0-2-4-5.Compute residual network for new flow.Do DFS for a path from source to sink.Sink not reachable from source, no augmenting path.

Notice minimum cut. Maximum flow = minimum cut = 23
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Correctness

Integral and increasing flows

At every intermediate stage of the algorithm, the flow values and the residual capacities
in Gf are integers.

Flow values at each stage increases by the bottleneck capacity amount, which is a
positive integer. This is because our path P is a simple s-t path.

Termination in finite time

Recall that the maximum flow is at most C.

At each stage, the flow increases by at least 1.

So, the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm in the worst case terminates in at most C iterations.
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At each stage, the flow increases by at least 1.
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A very bad case for Ford Fulkerson algorithm

s t

u

v
1000

10001000

1000

1

Consider the situation if the augmentation alternates between the paths s→ u→ v → t and
s→ v → u→ t.
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Why we had integer capacities assumption? Two graphs.

1.0

ε = 10−99

s t

ts

What is worst-case time complexity? Very bad for capacities as real numbers!
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Time complexity

Time complexity

There are at most C iterations;

In each iteration, we can find an augmenting path by using Breadth First Search or Depth
First Search taking O(m+ n) = O(m) time.

Augmentation takes O(n) time.

Residual graph creation takes O(m) time.

Total time taken in each iteration is thus O(m).

So, the total time taken is O(mC) (= O(mF), where F is maximum flow).

Since there is improvement of at least 1 in flow every iteration and we can go upto maximum
C.
And for perfectionists, there is minimum improvement of at least the gcd of all capacities per
iteration.
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Max flow and min cut theorem

Theorem

For a s-t flow network, following three are equivalent:

1 There is a flow of value f that does not have an augmenting path in the residual network.

2 The maximum flow is f .

3 The minimum s-t cut is f .
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Max flow and min cut

Definition (s-t cut)

An s-t cut is a partition (A,B) of the
vertex set V with s ∈ A and t ∈ B.

Capacity of a cut (A,B)

The capacity of a cut (A,B),
denoted as

c(A,B) =
∑

e out of A

c(e)

The capacity of a cut is determined only by the edges
going out of the cut.
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Relating flow with a cut

Relating flow from s with the flow across a cut

Let f be any s-t flow, and (A,B) be any s-t cut. Then

v(f) = fout(A)− f in(A)

Proof

v(f) = fout(s) by definition. As f in(s) = 0, we have v(f) = fout(s)− f in(s).

As per flow conservation, we have fout(v)− f in(v) = 0. Thus, we have

v(f) =
∑

v∈A

(
fout(v)− f in(v)

)
.

Rewrite the same sum on edges instead of vertices, to get∑
v∈A

(
fout(v)− f in(v)

)
=
∑

e out of A f(e)−∑e into A f(e) = fout(A)− f in(A).
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Relating flow with the other side of the cut

Relating flow from s with the flow across a cut

Let f be any s-t flow, and (A,B) be any s-t cut. Then

v(f) = f in(B)− fout(B)

Observation

As earlier, one can deduce that v(f) = f in(B)− fout(B) = f in(t)− fout(t). As fout(t) = 0,
we have v(f) = fout(s) = f in(t).
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Relating flow with the capacity of the cut

Observation

Let f be any s-t flow, and (A,B) any s-t cut. Then, v(f) ≤ c(A,B).

Proof

v(f) = fout(A)− f in(A)

≤ fout(A) (since, f in(A) ≥ 0)

=
∑

e out of A

f(e)

≤
∑

e out of A

c(e) (by capacity constraint)

= c(A,B) (by the definition of the capacity of a cut)
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Maximum flow equals minimum cut

Maximum flow and minimum cut

If f is an s-t flow such that there exists no s-t path in the residual graph Gf , then there is an
s-t cut (A∗, B∗) in G for which v(f) = c(A∗, B∗). This implies f is the maximum flow and
(A∗, B∗) is the minimum capacity of any possible cut.

Let A∗ = {v ∈ G | ∃s− v path in Gf} and
B∗ = V −A∗. (A∗, B∗) is an s-t path.
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s t

A∗ B∗

u

u′

v

v′

with flow
(u, v) is saturated

no flow
(u′, v′) carries

Residual graph

We show how we can construct A∗ and B∗

satisfying assertions.

Let A∗ = {v ∈ G | ∃s− v path in Gf} and
B∗ = V −A∗. (A∗, B∗) is an s-t path.
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The picture across the cut

s t

A∗ B∗

u

u′

v

v′

with flow
(u, v) is saturated

no flow
(u′, v′) carries

Residual graph

Observation for edges across the cut

For edge e = (u, v) such that u ∈ A∗ and v ∈ B∗, f(e) = c(e).

For edge e′ = (u′, v′) such that u′ ∈ B∗ and v′ ∈ A∗, f(e′) = 0.
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The picture across the cut

We got from the earlier analysis, that all edges out of A∗ are fully saturated with flow, while,
all edges into A∗ are completely unused.

v(f) = fout(A∗)− f in(A∗)

=
∑

e out of A∗

f(e)−
∑

e into A∗

f(e)

=
∑

e out of A∗

c(e)− 0

= c(A∗, B∗)

Max-flow min-cut theorem

In every flow network, the maximum value of an s-t flow is equal to the minimum capacity of
a cut.
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Summary

What did we do? We . . .

introduced network flows.

defined maximum network flow problem and posed them as linear programming problems.

gave the augmenting path algorithm to solve network flow problem.

analyzed the running time of our algorithm.

proved the correctness of the algorithm by explaining Max-flow min-cut theorem.
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So . . .

Thank You
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